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Title:   Leighton Buzzard Market  
 
Purpose of the Report: Market 12-month review  
 
Contact Officer: Vivien Cannon, Head of Cultural and 

Economic Services and Adrian 
Harrison, Market Manager   

 
 

Corporate Objective/s  LLTC Three Year Plan – Aim 2. Objective 19 

Implications:   

Financial √ Within existing budget 

Human Resources   

Operational/Service 
delivery 

√ Annual market review 

Procedural/Legal   

Risk/Health and Safety   

 
1. RECOMMENDATION 
 

Should members be minded, the proposal is: 
 
1.1 To note the report. 
 
2. BACKGROUND 
 
2.2  The market was relaunched in September 2017. This is report provides the 

second annual review since that time.   
 
3 MARKET RELAUNCH ACTION PLAN  
 
3.1 At the time of endorsement, Committee was aware that not all the planned 

relaunch activity set out in the Market Relaunch Action Plan, was achievable by 
the launch date.  Progress since the previous year on the outstanding actions 
is provided below:   

 
a) The principle authority commenced work on re-location of bollards, bicycle 

racks and the removal of a signpost around the Market Cross in July 2019. 
Some elements of work remain incomplete yet will be achieved within 
financial year 2019/20. 

b) Extending the electricity supply is still to be achieved in financial year 
2019/20.   

c) Creation of a seating area. This has become possible now that the bollards 



 
  

and bicycle racks have been re-located around the Market Cross. It resulted 
in the original ambitions for opening-up the market cross area and turning 
the food trader around to face the cross. In collaboration with the food 
trader, a larger seating area has been provided beside with the existing 
benched seating.  

 
4 TRADER AND PUBLIC SURVEY FEEDBACK   
 
4.1 Market trader survey outcomes   
 
4.1.2  Of the 32 permanent traders invited to complete the survey, only 6 responded. 
 Feedback has been noted yet the small response number limits the value of the 
 feedback.   
 
4.1.3. Officers requested that traders be invited to take part in the Business 
 Confidence element of the Town Benchmarking Report undertaken by People 
 and Places (P&P) on behalf of Central Bedfordshire Council. Whilst their 
 participation was not originally included, P&P approached traders  in 
 early November inviting their participation. At the time  of writing this report, 
 it is not known how many traders took up the opportunity to contribute to the 
 survey towards gaining an understanding of the town centre’s retail 
 performance.   
 
4.2 Market public survey outcomes 
 
4.2.1 The 56 customers who responded to the market survey provide a valuable
 indicator of views and market usage. Data secured via this survey is considered 
 alongside the Town Benchmarking Report undertaken by People and Places 
 (P&P) on behalf of Central Bedfordshire Council, which received 1163 
 responses to the Town Centre User Survey, inclusive of market related 
 questions. 
 
4.2.2. Previously, the Town Council had led on undertaking the delivery of the P&P 
 survey and due to this, there are two comparison years-worth of data based on 
 customer use of the market to support the market review.   
 
4.3 Customer origin  
 
4.3.1 56 customers responded to the market customer survey. Using the same 
 definition as the P&P Benchmarking survey, the majority of which were local to 
 the town. 
 

   

Local -  those who live within a Post Code covering the town  
 

31 

Visitor -  those who live within a Post Code less than a 30-minute drive 0 

Tourist -  those who live within a Post Code further than a 30-minute drive 5 

Skipped the question 18 

Invalid answers 2 

Total: 56 



 
  
4.3.2 Similarly to the above, of the recorded 751 postcodes (captured by businesses 
 in their shops when making sales), 73% of customers gave local post codes.  
 

 2019 % 2018 % 2017 % 

Local 73 81 80 

Visitor 21 13 14 

Tourist 5 6 7 

 
4.3.3. The above evidences that the town and market predominantly serve the local 
 demographic suggesting its value for residents’  town centre experience and 
 shopping habits. Ongoing and future promotion therefore would continue to 
 target  residents. In doing so, promotional activity will need to reach new 
 residents and housing developments on the outskirts of the town. 
 
4.4 Age range of market survey respondents.   
 
4.1.1. It is encouraging to note, with the market specific survey, that the higher 

percentages of respondent’s age falls below the 55 years, (of the 56 
respondents).  This moves to dismiss assertions that markets serve an ageing 
demographic. It echoes the assertion by the National Association of Market 
Authorities’ (NABMA) and NMTF that there is a market renaissance with 
markets broadening their appeal and flexible in addressing social trends which 
attracts new users, e.g. shop local, reduced wrappings, food/dining specialist 
markets and so on.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.1.2.  In comparison, the P&P survey attracted respondents for a whole town centre  

survey. Questions on the market were introduced in 2018 yet data on market 
specific customers is not separated out.   

 
Age LB 2019 

% 
LB 2018 

% 
LB 2017 

% 

16-25 3 7 6 

26-35 10 23 26 

36-45 19 31 30 

46-55 19 20 20 

56-65 18 11 11 

Over 65 28 7 7 

Prefer not to answer 3 1 0 

Under
18

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 + I'd
rather

not
say
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4.5 Average Spend 
 
4.5.1 Of the 56 responses to the market specific survey, the predominant spend 

range sits between £1.00 to £20.00 per visit with the highest average 
concentrated on between £10.01 to £20.00. 

  
  

 
 
4.5.2 The P&P market specific questions identified a similar spend range  between 
 £5.01 - £20.00 yet the highest average differed from above, being between 
 £5.01 to £10.00. This has remained similar for two comparison years.    
 

On average how much money do you 
spend on a normal visit to the market? 

LB 2019 
% 

LB 2018 
% 

Nothing 17 24 

£0.01 - £5.00 24 24 

£5.01 - £10.00 31 27 

£10.01 - £20.00 20 18 

£20.01 - £50.00 7 7 

More than £50.00 1 1 

 
 
5 MARKET DATA  

 
5.1 Footfall 

 
5.1.2. The Town Benchmarking Report (People & Places, Aug 2019), shows footfall 

on a market day (Tuesday) is significantly higher than on a non-market day. 
Data via the benchmarking surveys covers a three-year period. The footfall 
count remains higher in 2019 than 2017, which suggests the market is 
sustaining custom, however there is a fall in footfall compared to those of 2018.  

 

  
 N.B. This survey data did not include a Saturday footfall count. 
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 National 
Small towns  
(<250 units) 

National 
 Large Towns 
(>250 units) 

LB 2019 LB 2018 LB 2017 

Market Day 110 310 325 351 291 

Non-Market Day 105 241 187 180 170 



 
  
5.1.3 Relevant to footfall data - the recent 2019 market customer survey confirmed 

that the Saturday market day is the most visited. (56 respondents, 5 of which 
skipped this question.) 

 

 
 
 
5.1.4  Market dedicated monthly footfall counts have been taken on Tuesday and 

Saturday markets since March 2018 providing two-years of comparison footfall 
data. Information on weather conditions, trader attendance numbers and 
speciality/themed markets are held against the date footfall is counted as this 
has influence on footfall. The table at Appendix B shows a summary of this 
year’s data. In keeping with the Town benchmarking data, a fall in footfall is 
shown.  

 
5.1.5. The market does not operate in isolation  of national trends in customer activity 
 and retail innovation. The information below provides a flavour of the national 
 context for footfall. Springboard is a leading provider of data relating to High 
 Street performance  including footfall. For week ending 22 September 2019, 
 Springboard presented the below footfall data for the East of England.  
  
 “Footfall across all retail destinations 

 declined by -3.1% from the week 
 before, and by -6.1% year on year.” 
 (UK Weekly Footfall Benchmarks 
 WK 39 2019) 

 
. 

 
  
 
 
 
  
 
5.2 Traders numbers 
 
5.2.1 Comparison trader attendance numbers over four years recorded to the nearest 

date appear to indicate a fall in trader attendance numbers for the month of 
September in 2019.  
 

5.2.2 September Saturday trader numbers show a fall in permanent/casual traders 
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by 6 when comparing with the previous year. Comparison attendance figures 
for the Saturdays pre and post 28th September 2019, show an attendance mix 
at 23 and 25, plus speciality trader attendance.  

 
 
 
 
   

  
5.2.3   September Tuesday trader numbers show a fall in permanent/casual traders 
 by 10 when comparing with the previous year. Comparison attendance figures 
 for the Tuesdays pre and post 24th September 2019, show an attendance mix 
 at 18 and 16 plus speciality traders. Both figures remain lower that the 2018 
 figure.  
 
 
 

 
5.2.4 Further examination of market day details show that Tuesday 24th September 
 incurred ‘very wet’ weather. 23 traders were registered to attend which 
 means 12 traders opted not to attend. According to market records, out of the 
 12 non-attending traders, 10 traders opted not to attend due to the weather 
 conditions, and 2 had booked a holiday. 
 
 

5.2.5 Notwithstanding the background explanations explored above of recorded 
September day trader attendance figures, there is a slight decrease in 
attendance figures. The fall in permanent traders is detailed in the table below 
which compares trader classification figures held on the ‘active’ trader list per 
attending market. Other trade categories show an increase.  

 

Number of traders on ‘active’ trader registration list. 
 

30 September,  
2018 

28 September, 
2019 

Difference 

permanent traders                  32 30 -  2 

casual traders                         14 27 + 13 

farmers market traders             6 8 + 2 

handmade and craft traders   16 25 + 9 

 
5.2.6  The changing scene of markets shows an increase in the practice of being a 
 casual trader and not wishing to sign up to a permanent licence. As previously 

reported, traders are being advised to diversify their trading practices and target 
festivals, speciality markets and seasonal opportunities. Thus, casual trader’s 
attendance changes according to their specialism/product line, e.g. if their 
product fits any given festival scene. Therefore, attendance of Leighton 
Buzzard Market will fluctuate accordingly. That said, it is worth noting that 

2012 Saturday 22 September mix of traders was recorded at            27 

2017 Saturday 23 September mix of traders was recorded at            28 

2018 Saturday 22 September the mix of traders was recorded at       28 
(plus 12x Craft & Handmade traders =  
40 traders in total) 

2019 Saturday 28 September mix of traders was recorded at             22 
(plus 14x Craft and Handmade traders =  
36 traders in total) 

2012 Tuesday 25 September mix of traders was recorded at            23 

2017 Tuesday 26 September mix of traders was recorded at            21 

2018 Tuesday 25 September the mix of traders was recorded at       21 

2019 Tuesday 24 September mix of traders was recorded at            11 



 
  

traders return to the market outside of their festival season. 
 
5.2.7 Since the last annual report, as of the last Saturday in September 2019, 
 reasons for changes in trader attendance figures are listed below. Suffice to 
 say, these figures change regularly throughout the year.  

 

 2x traders were removed from the market due to excessive and repeated 
     rent arrears.  

 2x traders left to open a shop, one being within the town centre. 
 2x left for full-time employment.  
 1x left. 
 4x new traders have joined the market. 
 1x Saturday trader as increased attendance to include the Tuesday market. 
 1x trader has increased their pitch size. 
 0x traders have reduced their pitch size. 

 
5.2.8 Elements of the above lists show the role of markets as a place for business 
 start-up and incubator. Similarly, some businesses opt to wind down 
 their businesses by becoming a trader, selling remaining stock and then 
 closing.  
 
5.2.9   The changing number of traders is provided in Committee’s quarterly meetings 

under ‘general updates.’  Weekly attendance data is provided in the weekly 
Councillor newsletter. 

 
5.2.10  Whilst Committee has background data on actual trader numbers, public 

perception on any given date of a visit to the market is difficult to manage. If 
traders take a ‘holiday’, opt to attend festival or the weather deters their visit, 
the perception is of a dying market. Likewise, if the public enjoy a new trader 
testing their products on the market for a while who then opts not to stay or 
takes up casual status, the immediate view is that a trader is lost.  

 
5.3 Trader Incentives 
 
5.3.1 Any new trader traders can trade for 4 consecutive weeks and get the 5th free to 

encourage ongoing attendance either as a casual or permanent trader. The 
table below shows the take-up of the offer over the last review period October 
2018 to September 2019. All traders are offered this incentive when they sign 
their trader application forms. 

 
Incentive No. of traders taking the 

option 
No. of traders opting not to 

take-up the option. 

Trade 4 consecutive 
weeks and get 5th free 

 
3 

 
4 

  1x became permanent 
trader. 

 2x carried on as casual 
traders 

 4 Signed as 
permanent traders 
Without going 
casual. 

 
  
 



 
  
   N.B. Some traders are content to sign up permanently as it secures a 

guaranteed pitch location and the existing 4 weeks trading holidays a year. 
(Traders may take a ‘holiday’ thus miss a trading day yet do not need to pay 
rent. Permanent traders only are gifted this provision.)  

 
5.3.2. The permanent trader long-service discount incentive is adjusted annually to 

reflect trader’s attendance. There were no new traders reaching long service 
discount incentives in the current review period. 

 
5.4      Trader recruitment 
 
5.4.1 Trader recruitment continues using industry led publications, local publications, 

and the market’s dedicated website and social media. Traders are also 
encouraged to self-promote the market. Since April 2019 recruitment data has 
been used to monitor pitch take-up. A total of 53 enquiries to trade on all 
markets have been received of which 27 traders opted to try the markets. 

 
5.5 Available pitch usage figure 
  
5.5.1 The number of available pitches is 80. This year, April 2019, is the first year 

that pitch space usage has been monitored thus setting the baseline for future 
comparisons  using the last Saturday in the month of September. This excludes 
speciality market allocated pitches. 

 

2019 On Saturday 28 September pitches used       43 

 
 N.B. Recorded absences on this date is 2 permanent traders both using their 
 holiday allowance.  
 
5.6  Market product list 

 
5.6.1 The 2018 and 2019 comparison list of product categories is provided in the 

table below which counts the number of traders providing any given product 
range as of 28 September 2019 – both market days combined.  

 
 

2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 2018 2019 

Product list Numbers of traders providing the product range – combining 
both market days. 

 Trader category PERM’  PERM’
T 

CAS’L  CAS’L FAR’S FAR’S H'MAD
E 

H'MAD
E 

Food – meat/fish  2 1    3 3    

Food - baked  1 1 
 

   1   1 

Food - hot  2 2 1 5       

Food - fruit/veg 3 3    
 

    

Food – deli, 
cheese, olives, etc. 

4 4 3 5 3 4    

Food - animals/pets 1 2 
 

 
 

    

Footwear   2 1 2  
 

    



 
  

 
5.6.2 The speciality markets provide diversity to regular Charter Market (Tuesday and 
 Saturday) trader products. Speciality markets are delivered alongside the 
 Saturday general market. As per footfall data and customer survey feedback 
 shows, Saturday is the most visited market day.  
 
6. REVIEW OF PITCH SIZES AND PRICES 

 
6.1 The market’s basic pitch size remains at 3m x 3m which is the emerging
 industry standard. This is borne out by many new enquiries asking for 
 single  pitches rather than multiple. Traders that enquire about trading 
 using  their own gazebos mainly use the same size or the slightly smaller 
 size of 3m x 2.5m. This reflects the NABMA and NMTF forums and 
 publications encouraging trader diversification of selling outlets, e.g. festival 
 attendance generally does not use traditional metal stalls, though some might.  
 
6.2 Over the last year 2 traders have requested a larger size. 
 
6.3 Leighton Buzzard market has two price points; the casual rate at £23 per 3m 
 sq. pitch and  the permanent rate £19 per 3m sq. What sets Leighton Buzzard 
 market apart from other markets is that a gazebo is offered along with side 
 sheets, weights, tables and erection at no extra cost. Other markets may have 
 a similar price yet do not offer all the addons.  
 
6.4 Verbal feedback from new casual traders is positive with many commenting on 

 the good value the market offers. This is echoed by existing traders. For 
example, a permanent trader who started with a single pitch has expanded 
to three pitches due to the demand for his product. Another relatively 
 new trader has expanded from a single to a double pitch. Neither trader

Purses, Bags & 
Luggage  

2 2    
 

 1 2 

Clothing  3 3 
 

1 
 

 2 4 

Clothing 
accessories – belts, 
hats, scarves, etc. 

2 2 1    2 2 

Homeware  1 1 2 9 
 

 6 11 

House 
Improvement   

1 1    
 

    

Personal Care – 
daily living aids, 
e.g. mobility  

1     
 

  1 1 

Personal Care - 
grooming 

1 1   1    
 

 

Leisure & Hobbies -  
reading, etc.  

2 1 4 4     2  

Stationary - Pens, 
paper, cards, etc. 

1 1    
 

 1 1 

Garden  2 2    
 

 
 

 

Jewellery 1 2 1  2 
 

 1 3 

 
TOTALS 

 
32 

 
29 

 
14 

 
27 

 
6 

 
8 

 
16 

 
25 



 
  

 requested a discount for multiple pitch purchases. Both stated that they felt 
 they were already getting good value for money. 

 
6.4 There is no standardisation for markets in relation to pitch sizes or prices. Such 

issues must be taken on a locality basis. As mentioned above, traders have not 
been restricted by the prise or price. Indeed, many visiting traders who test the 
relevance of their product on our market, have mentioned the location of their 
pitch being their main concern, i.e. being on the north size of the High Street 
where higher footfall is apparent. Maintaining functional pitch size limits therefore 
has enabled the recruitment of traders on the popular side of the High Street.   

 
7.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
7.1  The Council’s market intelligence is improving year on year. The town centre 

People and Places benchmarking data provides comparison information that 
benefits Committee’s understanding of how well the market is preforming. 

 
7.2    National customer and retail trends will continue to have a bearing on the market. 

The market industry is presenting the emergence of a market renaissance. This 
however is borne from markets broadening their scope and appeal in addition to, 
and not relying on, what is referred to as a ‘traditional’ market.   

 
7.3  The street market will always be susceptible to weather conditions and the 

changes associated to climate change. Committee is referred to Agenda Item 8, 
Market Budget Report, regarding income and expenditure. The impact of 
cancellations due to weather is evidenced here.  

  
7.4  The market continues to successfully operate in difficult retail times, yet the 

consistency of permanent trader figures is encouraging all be it a changing 
landscape with regards to classifications for traders. Ongoing recruitment for 
permanent status may well be desirable and or course be promoted, however 
there are many factors that influence a trader’s decision.   

 
7.5 There is little evidence to suggest a need to change currently advertised pitch 

sizes or fees. That said, the situation will need ongoing monitoring. 
 
7.6 Arguably, it can be said that the market is ‘holding its own’ when reviewing trader 

numbers. There is no room however for complacency and officers continue to 
promote the market to customers - in order to ensure they know what is on offer 
thus bring footfall, and to traders - to expand the product offer for customers, thus 
provide a business opportunity to traders.  

 
 
END 


